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This kitten is petting a pup pal. If kittens and pups play, it looks very sweet and cute.
This kitten is stretching out on a pillow for a rest. You can see its paws. It looks like the kitten is smiling.
This kitten is in a soft, pink blanket. It is very little. It has two black stripes on top!
Five little kittens outside in the grass. Their eyes are blue. Their fur has the same stripes. Maybe they are from the same litter?
This kitten hid. It got a fright. Is it looking at the TV? Did something surprise it?
This kitten is sleeping in a bowl. Funny kitten. Do you enjoy it in the bowl?
A kitten can sense something. It is keeping very still. Can it see a fly?
The cat mum licks the new kittens. They are all so small!
A kitten is sitting with its paws in the dirt. It is in the weeds. Maybe it is looking for a bug to catch.
This kitten is in hands. It is up high, but it is safe. The kitten is looking down at something.
This kitten is high up in a tree! It has its claws in the bark, clinging to the trunk of the tree. It is looking at you!
Little kittens need rest.
Big kittens need play! All kittens need love.
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